
YORK 42 
TWIN JET SPORT CRUISER 

 
BUILT BY YORK MARINE  

ROCKLAND, MAINE  
 

 
PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS  

  LOA:          42' 6" 
  LWL:                      38' 0" 
  BEAM:                      13' 8" 
  DRAFT:           2' 7" 
  DISPLACEMENT:            30,500 lbs 
  FUEL CAPACITY:          450 gallons 

FRESH WATER CAPACITY:         125 gallons  
TOP SPEED:                    29 knots  
CRUISE SPEED:                  26 knots  
CONSTRUCTION:  VINYLESTER/CORECELL COMPOSITE 
 

 

 
THE YORK 42 RANGITIKI WAS LAUNCHED IN THE SUMMER OF 2006. 
 
Expanding upon the same concept as the highly successful YORK 36, the first example of this stunning 
42 footer was built for a New England couple who wished to do long term coastal cruising and sport 
fishing.  The hull design shares the same bottom philosophy as the smaller 36, but adds further 
refinements to the geometry required for fast jet propulsion.  Tremendous attention was paid to sound 
suppression, resulting in only 72 decibels when running at top speed and considerably less at cruise.  
The York 42 has a luxurious varnished teak interior designed by Jane Plachter of Fort Lauderdale. 
 



 
 
 
With twin Yanmar 440 diesels the top speed is 29 knots with a recommended long-term cruising speed 
of 26 knots.  There is sufficient deadrise forward to permit running even at this speed in choppy 
conditions, allowing the owners to get to their destination in a hurry.  The water jets are KaMeWa 
FF310's. 
 

The yacht is supplied with coordinated "VectorStick" electronic directional control to provide easy 
maneuvering in tight quarters, which can be a problem on other jet designs.  This is a state of the art 
control system built by Rolls Royce.  A retractable stern fin is an industry leading enhancement that will 
mitigate the propensity for jet hulls to become skittish in a following sea.  This fin is an exclusive York 
Marine development. 
 
The innovations and custom quality do not end with the mechanical systems.  This exciting new design 
features one of the most luxuriously appointed interiors ever offered in a forty-two foot package. 
RANGITIKI has a varnished teak interior, and the builder is happy to build in the owner's choice of any 
suitable hardwood.   
 
The deck styling includes wraparound windows, all of which are of bent glass to eliminate “flat 
reflections” and give the yacht unique beauty.  A large flybridge and beautifully rounded lockers and 
deck access steps illustrate the attention to detail aboard the YORK 42.   
 
 

        
NOTE THE ACCESS TO THE DECK AND PLATFORM.      INSIDE HELM. 
 
 

              
LUXURIOUS HEAD.                    HIGH ATTENTION TO DETAIL.. 
 



 

       
     LOOKING FORWARD. 
 

       
     LOOKING AFT. 



 
WORLD CLASS QUALITY. 
 
Builder:       Designer: 
York Marine      C. W. Paine Yacht Design, Inc. 
11 Gordon Drive      Attn: Mark Fitzgerald 
Rockland, Maine 04841     P.O. Box 763 
207-596-7400      Camden, Maine 04843  USA  
www.yorkmarineinc.com     207-236-2166 

www.chuckpaine.com 
 


